Introduction
Symmetry, at many different scales, and in many different forms, is inherent in the structure of our world, and evident in the shape and appearance of many natural and manmade scenes. Humans have an innate ability to perceive symmetries in objects and images, and tend to construct buildings and other objects that exhibit a range of local and global symmetries. In computer vision, analysis of symmetry has been a long-standing problem, and is attractive as a way of representing images for many reasons. In particular, symmetries are a potentially stable and robust feature of an image, yet, when considered at multiple scales and locations, symmetries can also be quite descriptive.
For instance, consider the image pairs shown in Figure 1 . Even though each pair is geometrically registered, the pairs exhibit large changes in appearance due to varying illumination, age, or style of depiction. These factors can lead to large differences in low-level cues such as intensities or gradients. Hence, while existing local features, such as SIFT [10] , are highly invariant to a range of geometric and Despite the geometric consistency, these images are difficult for feature matching algorithms because of dramatic changes in appearance, due to different depictions (drawing vs. photo), different time periods (modern vs. historical), and different illumination (day vs. night). While these images are dissimilar at a pixel level, each image pairs exhibit similar local symmetries, which we seek to exploit for matching. These pairs of images are drawn from our new dataset. photometric transformations, we find that they often perform poorly in feature matching given the kinds of dramatic variations shown in Figure 1 . On the other hand, the structures depicted in the images can be described at a higher level in terms of a nested hierarchy of local symmetries (as well as repeated elements). Our work begins with the hypothesis that such symmetries are better preserved across a wider range of appearances than are lower-level cues.
In this paper, we seek to exploit such symmetries for robust image matching through local features derived from local symmetries. To that end, we propose both a feature detector and a descriptor, designed primarily for architec-tural scenes, based on scoring local symmetries at all locations and scales in an image. Our symmetry features retain advantages of local features, but aim for a more "mid-level" description relative to standard features.
To compute these features, we propose a simple measure of local symmetry based on analyzing image differences across symmetry axes. We compute this measure densely on an image, and at different scales, and score each image patch based on three types of symmetries: horizontal, vertical, and rotational. We propose a method for detecting scales for our local symmetry measure, and use this to define a feature detector that returns a set of maximally symmetric positions and scales. We also develop a feature descriptor based on these same symmetry measures.
We evaluate our method on a challenging new dataset consisting of pairs of images with significant appearance changes, including the images in Figure 1 . Some pairs are rephotographs of the same scene many years apart, others represent extreme differences in illumination, while others differ in rendering style (e.g., photograph vs. drawing). These types of images are of interest in applications such as large-scale 3D reconstruction from heterogeneous image sources [1] , especially for datasets that include imagery with a wide range of illumination or time periods [17] . We evaluate two versions of our method on this dataset, one based on raw image intensities, and another based on gradient histograms. Our experimental results show that our detectors are more robust than standard techniques, and our descriptors, while less discriminating than SIFT overall, can significantly improve matching performance when used in combination with SIFT.
To summarize, our main contribution is a simple method for densely characterizing local symmetries across image and scale space, and defining a corresponding local symmetry feature detector and descriptor. We also introduce a new dataset that we hope will help push the envelope in feature matching methods. Our code and dataset are available on our project webpage. 1 
Related Work
Researchers in computer vision have made significant progress in representing and detecting symmetries in images and other types of data (Liu et al. [9] present an excellent survey). However, there has been relatively little work on using local symmetries as explicit features for matching tasks. The closest work to ours is probably the selfsimilarity descriptor of Shechtman and Irani [19] ; they propose to use patterns of self-similarity of an image patch as a robust descriptor for matching across images and videos. In our case, we use a variety of symmetries, rather than repetitions, as cues , and use these to define both a feature detector 1 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/symfeat/ and a descriptor. Schindler et al. [18] also detect and match repetitive patterns on building facades, and Wu et al. [21] detect large repeating elements of facade images for use as robust support regions for computing features. In contrast, we do not make hard decisions about symmetric structures, but instead compute many local features based on a softer definition of a symmetry score.
Loy and Zelinsky also propose a feature detector based on radial symmetries [12] , using a fast radial symmetry transform that accumulates votes for symmetric regions from gradient information. This was demonstrated to work well for finding radially symmetric features such as eyes, but was not demonstrated for matching applications. In an earlier approach, Reisfeld et al. [16] used a similar voting scheme to detect interest points using radial symmetries via a generalized symmetry transform.
Our local symmetry detector is also related to other lowlevel measures of symmetry. Kovesi observed that local bilateral symmetry in image intensity relates to the response of filters of different phase [6] , and later extended this concept of "phase-congruency" for detecting features such as edges and corners [7] . Di Gesù et al. proposed the discrete symmetry transform [4] , based on axial moments related to the medial axis transform. Other work is based not on image intensities or gradients, but instead on computing an initial set of sparse local features (e.g., SIFT) and finding relationships between these features consistent with local bilateral or radial symmetries [11] . In contrast, we define a symmetry score based on a general measure of image similarity across reflection axes, and compute this densely over the image and across scale space. Our symmetry score is related to the reflective symmetry transform proposed for 3D shape analysis [15] , but we compute scores locally (and over scales), rather than globally. Finally, our detector bears some similarity to the recently proposed edge foci interest regions of Zitnick and Ramnath [22] , although ours is explicitly based on symmetries.
Recent work by Shrivastava et al. [20] also focuses on matching of difficult images (e.g., paintings), but using global features (in their case, a global HOG descriptor) and using linear classification techniques to learn how to weight the dimensions of the descriptor. In contrast, we focus on local-feature-level matching so as to derive feature correspondence, rather than on global image similarity metrics.
Local Symmetry
As a brief overview, our method takes an image as input, and computes local symmetry scores over the image and across scale space. These scores are then used to produce a set of feature detections, as well as to define a descriptor for each detected feature. We begin by presenting our framework for computing symmetry scores, then describe a detector and descriptor based on these scores.
In order to "score" local symmetries in an image, we use a simple analysis of image similarity across different types of reflection axes. We begin by treating a grayscale image as a 2D function f : R 2 → R that maps pixel locations (x, y) (or (ρ, θ), in polar coordinates) to intensities. We consider two common types of symmetry: bilateral (a symmetry about a given line in the image) and 2n-fold rotational symmetry (symmetry defined by reflection across an image point). If f exhibits exact bilateral symmetry about a line passing through the origin, then for all (ρ, θ) in the image:
where θ s is the angle of the axis of symmetry. Similarly, if f exhibits 2n-fold rotational symmetry about the origin,
for all (ρ, θ). These two kinds of symmetry can be understood intuitively by considering slices of R 2 , as shown in Figure 2 . For each symmetry type, certain 1D slices will be symmetric. In the case of bilateral symmetry, these slices will be perpendicular to the axis of symmetry; for 2n-fold rotational symmetry, the slices all pass through a single point. For both symmetry types, the property that holds is:
where f s (t) is a 1D slice of f parameterized by variable t, and centered on the axis or point of symmetry. For a given 1D function f s , one could check if it is symmetric by comparing each value f s (t) to f s (−t), either in a window (for local symmetry), or everywhere (for global symmetry). For a 2D patch of an image, one could check for symmetry by checking the appropriate family of 1D slices.
Scoring local symmetries
We now use this intuition to define a local symmetry score. We begin by describing this score in terms of raw image intensities; extending to other per-pixel features is straightforward, as explained below. Ideally, such a score would be efficient to compute and would fire strongly on symmetric regions, yet would be robust to small asymmetries in a region due to noise, occlusion, or illumination.
Our local symmetry score is defined for each location p = (x, y) in an image, and characterizes the degree of symmetry at that location based on the intuition described above. To define our score, we require three components: Symmetry type. As described above, we consider bilateral and 2n-fold rotational symmetries. Given a symmetry type s, and a point p at which we want to compute a symmetry score, we define a function M s,p : R 2 → R 2 that maps an image point q = (x, y) onto its symmetrically corresponding point with respect to the point of interest p and the symmetry type s. If the image f exhibits perfect symmetry type s at location p, then f (q) = f (M s,p (q)) for all q. Distance function. Next, we define a distance function d(·, ·) that measures how well a given pair of corresponding symmetric points (q, M s,p (q)) match each other in appearance. For instance, for a symmetry score based on raw intensities, d could be defined as the absolute difference in intensity between two points:
Weight mask. Finally, we define a weighting function w σ (r) that gives the importance of each set of corresponding point pairs around the center point p in determining the symmetry score at p. If we were interested in global symmetries, the weight mask would have infinite support (i.e., would be 1 everywhere). To detect local symmetries, one might use a Gaussian mask, giving more importance to points close to p. For simplicity, we assume that the weight mask is radially symmetric, and hence is a function just of the distance r from the center point p. The subscript σ denotes a scale for the weight mask that modulates the size of its support region, allowing us to create a scale space for symmetries, as we describe in Section 4. In the case of Gaussian weights, σ is the standard deviation. Putting these three components together, we define a function that we call the local symmetry distance, SD:
where q varies over all pixel locations with valid reflected pairs. Note that this function is a distance, so lower values indicate greater symmetry. As described above, a simple symmetry distance function we consider is one built on raw image intensities, where d is the absolute difference in intensity, and w σ is a Gaussian. This definition of SD measures, at a given location p, how similar the image is to itself when flipped across a symmetry axis (or point) through p, accumulating intensity differences across a Gaussian support region. We refer to this family of symmetry distances as SYM-I (for "intensity"). In practice, we consider three versions, for three symmetry types: horizontal-bilateral (denoted SYM-IH), vertical-bilateral (SYM-IV), and 2n-fold rotational symmetry (SYM-IR).
One potential problem with SD in Eq. 1 is that uniform image regions are trivially symmetric, and thus have low symmetry distance. However, a characteristic of these regions that differentiates them from "interesting" symmetric regions is that their symmetry is not well localized, i.e., SD is low in a wide region. To address this, we find "edges" or "blobs" in the raw SD map, by convolving SD with a filter L based on a Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) kernel [8] .
For the rotational-symmetry-based SYM-IR distance, we use the standard LoG kernel, while for bilateral symmetries (SYM-IH and SYM-IV) we use a kernel that has a LoG profile perpendicular to the axis of symmetry and a Gaussian along the axis of symmetry. With the correct sign on the kernel L, this convolution converts the symmetry distance SD into a symmetry score function, denoted SS:
Gradient histogram-based score
In addition to raw intensities, we also consider a symmetry score based on gradient orientations, as these tend to be more stable to photometric changes [10, 22] , and can also be more discriminative than raw intensities (e.g., oriented edges may accidentally coincide less frequently). At each image location q we define a histogram of local gradient orientations h(q). We then use this vector-valued function in place of the scalar function f in the local symmetry transform described above (using the dot product of two vectors, rather than the absolute difference in intensities, to compare the appearance of two symmetric points). This vectorvalued function is related to SIFT or HOG features [3] , but computed densely at each pixel of a given scale. We call this variant of our symmetry score SYM-G (for "gradient"); example SYM-G scores are shown in Figure 4 .
To compute the gradient orientation histogram function h(q) at each pixel q of an image I, we first compute the gradient magnitude and orientation of I using finite differences, first blurring I to remove noise (we use a Gaussian with σ = 0.5). We compute the gradient orientation as usual, but apply the local constrast enhancement method of Zitnick [22] to the gradient magnitudes, which helps normalize edge magnitudes between high-and low-constrast regions. We then bin the gradient orientations in a small region around p into an orientation histogram, weighted by (constrast-enhanced) gradient magnitude, and Gaussian weighted by distance to p. We again use a Gaussian with σ = 0.5, and an orientation histogram with eight bins, softly binning each edge orientation, and treating orientations as "unsigned" (e.g., orientation is only defined up to a 180 degree rotation). This results in a local histogramĥ(q), which we normalize to form the final vector-valued function:
||ĥ(q))|| + where = 0.05 is added to the norm for robustness to noise.
To compare histograms at two reflected pixel positions q and M s,p (q), we compute their dot product after "flipping" one of the histograms by permuting the bins as necessary to form a histogram of reflected orientations. This dot product is large if the two histograms are similar, and so represents a similarity, rather than a distance; hence, this directly gives us a symmetry score function SS. This symmetry score is related to the method of Loy and Eklundh [11] (who match SIFT features within an image), but our score is computed densely across image (and scale) space. As with SYM-I, we define three versions of this score, SYM-GH, SYM-GV, and SYM-GR, for horizontal-bilateral, verticalbilateral, and rotational symmetry types, respectively.
Scale Space
The previous section defined a dense local symmetry score for an image I; we now want to use this score to detect features. To create good detections, we must reliably compute interest points in scale space, as well as image space. To do so, we compute the symmetry score on a Gaussian image pyramid densely sampled in scale space, and then compute stable locations, as we describe in this section.
Which symmetry score should we use for feature detection? The bilateral symmetries, such as SYM-IH and SYM-IV, are problematic, because bilateral symmetries are usually only well-localized in the direction perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. In contrast, the rotational-symmetrybased SYM-IR or SYM-GR score functions tend to have well-localized peaks in the centers of symmetric regions. However, for SYM-IR, we found that using a Gaussian weight function w σ gives good localization in x and y, but poor localization in scale. This is because a Gaussian has too much mass close to its center, and the support region of the weight mask changes slowly across scales. Hence, the Gaussian-weighted score responds slowly to the inclusion of asymmetric or uniform image regions under its support, and it becomes hard to precisely localize features in scale space. Thus, for the purpose of feature detection, we choose a different function for w σ , a mask resembling a smooth ring, defined as w σ (r) = Ae
, where r is the distance to the point of interest, A is a normalization constant, r 0 is the ring radius, and φ controls the width of the ring (an example ring mask is shown in Figure 3) .
To better understand the advantages of using this weight mask for scale space localization, we compare it to a Gaus- sian mask in Figure 3 . For a set of three simple images, we show how the SYM-IR score at the center of the image varies as a function of the scale σ. The middle row shows results for the ring-shaped weight mask, while the bottom row shows results for the Gaussian weights. The dashed red line shows the radius of the "interesting" symmetric portion in the center. The plots show that the ring weighting gives a much more pronounced peak around the dashed line than the Gaussian, sharp enough to fire for each individual ring in the third image consisting of concentric circles.
For SYM-G (the gradient-based score), we found that the Gaussian weights worked well, possibly because the overlap between symmetric pairs of gradient histograms generally results in a much sparser signal in the support region of the weight mask. Example SYM-G scores at two different scales are shown in Figure 4 .
Local Symmetry Features
We now describe how we use our symmetry scores to define local features; we consider both feature detection, by finding local maxima of the score, and feature description, by building a feature vector from local symmetry scores.
Feature detector
As mentioned above, the maxima of the SYM-IR (with ring weighting) and SYM-GR functions are good candidates for feature detection, due to their good localization, while bilateral symmetries (e.g. SYM-IH and SYM-IV) tend not to be well-localized isolated points, as their responses tend to look edge-like-an entire line of pixels along an axis of symmetry will tend to fire strongly at once. However, we found that another stable detector can be constructed by finding maxima of the product of SYM-H and SYM-V, as this will be large only at locations that exhibit Figure 4 : Two levels of the scale space pyramid for SYM-G for the image in Figure 5 . The top row shows the symmetry score computed at a fine scale, the bottom row a coarse scale. Columns correspond to horizontal, vertical, and the product of the two symmetries. Each circle shows a feature with scale. For ease of visualization, the non-maxima overlap threshold was set to a stricter 0.1 for SYM-I. Note how the symmetry-based detectors more reliably fire on features such as the ring of circles around the clock's circumference. Our symmetry features also tend to fire in larger regions on average than SIFT.
both horizontal and vertical symmetries (e.g., the centers of windows or other architectural features). In our evaluation, we consider using the SYM-IR function as a detector, as well as a SYM-GH × SYM-GV detector built from the product of SYM-GH and SYM-GV.
Non-maxima suppression. To detect features given a score function computed on a Gaussian pyramid, we first find maxima in each scale independently (thresholding small score values), resulting in a set of initial detections at locations (x, y, s), where x and y represent positions in the full resolution image, and s is the detected scale. We represent the support of each feature as a circle of radius s centered at (x, y) in the original image. We then select a subset of features that are locally strong across scales. In particular, for each detected feature F , we keep F if it has the highest symmetry score of any feature whose support overlaps that of F by more than a threshold α (we use α = 0.4 for SYM-G and α = 0.2 for SYM-I; SYM-I tends to be noisier, demanding more stable detections). This results in a final set of partially overlapping features; we note that symmetric regions often overlap, due to repeated patterns and nested symmetric regions. This approach to non-maxima suppression is similar to that commonly used in object detection [5] . Example detections using SYM-I and SYM-G are shown in Figure 5 , and example detections for a set of images of Notre Dame are shown in Figure 6 .
Feature descriptor
We also devise a simple feature descriptor based on our local symmetry score, which we refer to as SYMD. SYMD encodes the distributions of the three SYM-I scores (SYM-IH, SYM-IV, and SYM-IR) around a feature location at the detected scale, in essence describing patterns of local symmetry around the keypoint. We use Gaussian weighting for SYM-I here, as we are not concerned with detection. To compute a descriptor for a keypoint (x, y, s), we use a strategy similar to that of shape context [2] : we impose a logpolar grid on the image, centered at (x, y), at scale s of the Gaussian pyramid, with diameter four times s. For each symmetry type and each cell we store the maximum value of the corresponding symmetry score within that cell; the max gives robustness to small deformations. We concatenate the grid values for the three different symmetry types, and normalize the resulting vector to unit norm. In our experiments we use a log-polar grid with 20 angular cells and 4 radial cells, resulting in a 240-dimensional descriptor.
Experimental Results
We designed a set of experiments to evaluate our features. We first evaluate the detector, comparing its repeatability to that of the common DoG and MSER detectors [13] . We then show how different combinations of detector and descriptor perform on a feature matching task.
For evaluation we collected a set of overlapping image pairs, mainly of architectural scenes, that we believe challenge modern feature matching methods. The pairs exhibit an array of dramatic appearance changes, due to illumination, age, and rendering style (paintings, drawings, etc.) Some pairs are closely aligned, and we registered these further with a homography so as to factor out geometry and focus on appearance changes. Other pairs were left unaligned, and exhibit both geometric and photometric variation. In total we gathered 48 image pairs, 12 of which come from the benchmark in [22] (the "Notre Dame" and "Painted Ladies" sets). Two pairs come from the Mikolajczyk et al. [14] , one each from "Graffiti" and "Cars," exhibiting viewpoint and exposure changes, respectively. For each pair we manually compute a homography for use in computing ground truth matches. A few pairs are shown in Figure 1. 
Evaluating detections
For each image pair (I 1 , I 2 ) in the dataset, and each detector, we detect sets of keypoints K 1 and K 2 , and compare these detections using the known homography H 12 mapping points from I 1 to I 2 . A common repeatibility metric is the fraction of keys in K 1 that have a similar detection in K 2 , when warped by H 12 . However, this measure is biased towards detectors that produce large numbers of keypoints. To alleviate this problem, we compare subsets of detections of varying size k, selected according to some "goodness" criterion (in our case, detector response or feature size), rather than the full sets of detections. In particular, for each k we compute the fraction of the top-k detections in K 1 with a similar detection in the top-k detections in K 2 (1.0 is a perfect score). By varying k we can produce a curve showing repeatability for all sets of top k features. By ordering keypoints according to detector response, we measure how invariant the detector is to the changes observed in the pair of images. By ordering according to scale (in decreasing order) we measure the repeatability of larger features; this is an interesting measure, as for difficult images we observe that features with larger support are often easier to match.
To determine if two detections k 1 ∈ K 1 and k 2 ∈ K 2 are repeated, we use the overlap metric of [14] . To summarize, gives an overlap score. If this score is above a threshold (0.6 in our experiments), we declare a match. This overlap metric allows for some geometric uncertainty for smaller detections, while not being overly forgiving of larger detections.
We compare the DoG detector (as implemented in SIFT) and MSER with our SYM-I and SYM-G detectors. We use the SIFT implementation from OpenCV, and the MSER detector available at http://www.featurespace.org/; this implementation does not expose the detector response, so we only order MSER keypoints by scale. Example repeatability curves for top subsets of features ordered by score and scale are shown in Figure 7 . Table 1 shows average repeatability scores over all dataset pairs for n = 100 and n = 200, for both score and scale orderings. In most cases, the repeatability scores are higher for our SYM-I and SYM-G detectors than for SIFT and MSER, with SYM-G performing particularly well. This suggests that our symmetry scores are better preserved under the types of variation exhibited in the dataset. On the other hand, we observed that for image pairs with few symmetries (such as the standard Graffiti pairs), DoG outperforms our detectors.
Evaluating descriptors
We now evaluate our local symmetry descriptor. For each pair of images we extract keypoints and descriptors and match descriptors using the standard ratio test [ Table 1 : Avg. repeatability score for the top k = {100, 200} detections according to scale and detection score. In cases where a detector produced fewer than k keypoints we report the repeatability score for the full feature set.
the top two nearest neighbor distances. By varying the threshold on the ratio score, and comparing the matched set of keypoints to ground truth (known in advance from the homography) we can obtain a precision-recall (PR) curve that summarizes the quality of the match scores.
We measure the impact of descriptor and detector separately as follows. First, we generate two sets of perfectly matched synthetic detections by creating a set of keypoints K 1 on a grid in I 1 (in our experiments the spacing between points is 25 pixels and the scale of each keypoint is set to 6.25). We then map these keypoints to I 2 using H 12 , creating a matched set of keys K 2 . We discard keypoints whose support regions are not fully within the image. We also extract SIFT (DoG), SYM-I, and SYM-G keypoints from each image, and describe all four types of detections with four feature descriptors: SIFT, the self-similarity descriptor of [19] , our symmetry descriptor (SYMD), and a combination of SIFT and our symmetry descriptor (SIFT-SYMD) formed by concatenating the descriptors (after normalizing each to have unit norm). Evaluating this combined descriptor gives us a measure of the complementarity of the information provided by SIFT (a gradient-based descriptor), and SYMD (a local symmetry-based descriptor).
PR curves for feature matching between sample image pairs are shown in Figure 8 , and Table 2 reports mean average precision (mAP) for each combination of detector and descriptor over all pairs in the dataset. In general the SIFT descriptor outperforms SYMD, although in some cases local symmetries give more robust matches, such as the pair in the top row of Figure 8 . However, the combined SIFT-SYMD descriptor often outperforms either descriptor alone, and the mAP score for the combined descriptors is higher than any single descriptor, as shown in Table 2 , suggesting that the two descriptors provide complementary information. Among the detectors, the synthetic GRID detections unsuprisingly yield much higher mAP scores than the real detectors. SYM-I and SYM-G both generally yield a higher mAP score than the SIFT (DoG) detector given the same descriptor (except, somewhat surprisingly, when the SYM-I detector is combined with the SYMD descriptor). Looking at individual pairs, we observe that our symmetry descriptor performed especially well for dramatic illumination changes, but also boosted performance for some difficult pairs taken years apart. We also found that some pairs are so challenging that no technique we tried works well.
Conclusion
We have presented a new feature detector and descriptor based on local symmetries detected densely across image and scale space; these features are designed for finding correspondence between difficult image pairs rich in symmetries. To evaluate our method, we created a new dataset of image pairs with dramatic appearance changes, and showed that our features are more repeatable, and yield complementary information, compared to standard features such as SIFT. However, our dataset is still extremely challenging for state-of-the-art matching matches, and so we believe that image features are still a wide-open area. In the future, we plan to explore more comprehensive descriptors that describe complex patterns of symmetries across multiple scales, and build detectors that leverage more types of symmetry than the ones we use here.
